
Opinion: Bear trap issue at
Resort at Squaw Creek
Publisher’s note: The following statement was issued by the
Resort at Squaw Creek after the Bear League questioned why a
bear trap was set.

Thank  you  everyone  for  your  feedback  regarding  the  USDA
Wildlife  Services  bear  trap.  While  we  appreciate  the
passionate response, we do want to keep to the facts of this
particular situation, rather than the assumptions being posted
on social media about what has been going on.

It is a fact that USDA Wildlife Services has set a non-lethal
bear trap on our premises. This was done in response to our
concern for employee safety, as well as the fact that the bear
had been hit by a car in our parking lot and was most likely
very injured, judging from the damage to the vehicle and the
amount of blood both on the car and on the pavement. Wildlife
Services recommended setting the trap and we complied with
that recommendation.

Additionally, we are very cognizant of the fact that we, like
everyone in the Tahoe basin, live in bear territory. Because
of this, we take the appropriate steps to secure our premises.
It is false that the bear entered the resort through automatic
doors,  and  it  is  also  false  to  say  we  are  not  taking
additional  and  extra  precautions  to  deter  this  bear  from
coming back. Like all of you, we live in this area because we
love  being  so  close  to  the  mountains  and  all  that  that
entails. And, like you, we take responsibility to ensure that
we continue to be good citizens of this mountain community.

It is unfortunate that this bear has been injured. We all hope
that he can be restored to health and returned to the wild. He
has not been around the resort for the past few days, and so
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far has not gone near the trap. USDA Wildlife Services tells
us that it is likely he has moved on due to his injury and
will not be back. In any case, the trap is being removed
today.

We would appreciate if everyone could stick to the facts,
despite the emotions that run high when we come into contact
with these beautiful animals.

Sincerely,

Andre Priemer, general manager, Resort at Squaw Creek

The Bear League responded on Facebook saying:

Resort at Squaw Creek Bear Trap Update: (and final report, we
hope) The bear trap has been removed (thanks to everyone who
called them and commented about it). Apparently as soon as
management learned the camouflaged trap had been discovered
and that word was out on their plan to have a bear killed they
made the unfortunate and badly thought out decisions to: 1)
claim the bear would be ‘relocated’—which of course, is Not
true—DFW  verified  this  immediately  and  told  us  Resort
management had to sign the depredation permit stating they
knew the bear would die. 2) craft a miss-information statement
on BEAR League’s Facebook page in an attempt to encourage our
friends to actually believe that USDA Wildlife Services has
such a thing as a non-lethal trap (they do not) and that USDA
Wildlife Services would give medical attention to a bear who
was hit by a car (they do not, they only kill) and that USDA
Wildlife Services would relocate the bear (they would not,
they only know how to kill bears, not relocate them) And
3)——–and this is the only ‘good’ decision they made so far——-
remove the trap since no one was believing their ‘story’. So,
thanks again, everyone. Another bear saved.


